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MINUTES — Approved 

General Session: (Open to the Public) 
• Welcome / David Moore, Chair  (9:03 AM) 
• Adopt Minutes of Previous Meeting 

o Motion by Bob to adopt minutes. Seconded by Matthew. Motion passes 3-0. 
• Reports 

o Concur with Licensee Report / Suzette 
 There were no new or lapsed agency licenses. One agency license was reinstated — Key Land 

Title. 
 There were some new agent licenses, plus 3 lapsed and 3 reinstated licenses. One was lapsed for 

139 days. 
 Motion by Matthew to concur. Seconded by Bob. Motion passes 4-0. 

• Sylvia arrives. 
o Concur with Complaint & Enforcement Report / Suzette 
 There were 5 new cases. Four of them were lapsed licenses. The last one is an agency that 

allegedly failed to transfer money to an HOA. 
 There were a couple of closed cases. One was a private letter and one was an unfounded 

allegation. There are also two cases pending at the AG's office. They are complicated, and the 
AGs are working through them. The department is asking for revocation on them. 

 Motion by Sylvia to concur. Seconded by Matthew. Motion passes 5-0. 
• Jeff arrives. 

o Request for Dual Licensee Expedited Request: None 
o Request for Attorney Exemption: None 

• Administrative Proceedings Action / Brett 



o Stipulation and Order: 
 Security Title & Abstract Co. (ENF# 3824) 

• David recuses himself. 
• The stipulation has been agreed to by Security Title & Abstract Co. and the AG's Office. 
• Security Title's license lapsed on March 31, 2016 and was reinstated on May 5, 2016. During 

this period they conducted 10 closing and issued 13 commitments. It also conducted 
individual title business using producers that were not designated by the company. 

• The penalty is $1,500, which is consistent with past practices in these types of violations, as 
well as the matrix that the department uses as a guideline. 

• Motion by Sylvia to concur. Seconded by Matthew. Motion passes 5-0. 
• Brett notes that the department has hired a part-time ALJ. His normal schedule will be 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, but he will attend Title & Escrow Commission meetings 
as necessary. 

o Order to Show Cause: None 
o Informal Adjudicative Proceeding and Order: None 
o Notice of Formal Adjudicative Proceeding: None 

• Board Duties & Responsibilities / Perri 
• New Business 

o Distinguishing between "active" and "authorized" title producer license 
 Legal or rule requirements if there is a change / Jeff 

• A lack of distinction between "active" and "authorized" is causing confusion in the industry. 
Jeff notes that Randy made some comments that this may not be an easy fix. He would like 
some clarification in light of rules and regulations that impact the industry. 

• Randy says there would be very little cost for us to put something on the website under the 
Consumer, Producer, and Title sections. We have done that. 
o The language says, When a Title producer obtains a license, it will show as "active". 

However, even with an active license, individual title producers are not "authorized" to 
do title insurance business until they are designated (affiliated) by a licensed title agency, 
and a title agency must be appointed (affiliated) by a title insurer in order to be 
"authorized". 

o The reason for the parentheticals is because the statute language specifies "designated" 
and "appointed" rather than "affiliated" which is what Sircon and NIPR use. Both were 
used for clarity. 

• Sylvia appreciates the wording because as a consumer, she understands what we're talking 
about. 

• Jeff says one of the department's primary focuses is to protect consumers. He asks if this is 
adequate consumer protection. 

• Brett says if a producer comes to the department website, they will most likely look under 
Agent Search, which would be a more complicated and costly fix. A consumer probably 
won't delve into the bowels of the department website to find that language. 

• Sylvia says most consumers eventually go to a title office to sign documents. Is there some 
kind of posting that could be displayed at signing? Suzette says that Utah allows buyers to 
pick whoever they want as a title agent. People wouldn't want to go to 5 or 10 different title 
agencies to see who they want to work with — they'll go online. Sylvia says she didn't even 
know you could choose your own, and she doesn't think most people know that. Carol 
Yamamoto says in her office, licenses are framed and displayed. 

• Jeff says the industry has worked hard to let consumers know who the title agents are. People 
rely on their real estate agent or lender to make sure the title agent is authorized to do 
business. Jeff says he just wants some way for the real estate agent or lender to be able to 



check to make sure everything is correct. He would like to explore the option for fixing the 
Agent Search page. 

• Randy says the department has never heard of any of these problems, and says it may be a 
theoretical problem to solve. Jeff says it isn't a theoretical question. Every time we see 
alleged unlicensed activity, that's an issue with being "active" but not "authorized." 

• Sylvia says the problem lies with issuing title insurance without the underwriter knowing if 
the agent is licensed. How can they issue insurance if the person who wrote the policy isn't 
licensed? Randy says if an agency goes down, the insurer is notified and the policies are 
terminated. Bob says if someone's license lapses for 2 days and they did a closing, the insurer 
is obligated to issue a policy for that closing. Jeff asks if the website shows a change from 
active to inactive. Randy says yes, immediately. Bob says the current system is archaic in that 
if a license lapses, it's lapsed until it's renewed. It could be solved by having a retroactive 
renewal. Sylvia disagrees and says people would be late with a grace period if that's their 
nature. 

• David clarifies that there's a difference between a license and a contract. The contract is 
between the insurer and the agency. They can have an active contract but not an active 
license. Sylvia says as a consumer the disturbing thing is that she's trusting that her title 
insurance is accurate and will be upheld. If the issuer hasn't done their due diligence to make 
sure the agents are in good standing, then her trust is misplaced. Jeff says his concern is more 
with escrow funds. If you send money to a company that is active but not authorized and they 
act inappropriately, that would be bad. If they are authorized, it would give the consumer 
additional protections. Sylvia asks if there could be a warning on the consumer's paperwork 
to tell them to do their due diligence. If a consumer isn't educated, they wouldn't know to 
look. They would be trusting their agent and the mortgage company to give them a package 
that is legally appropriate. Suzette says they would likely need a separate form, but it's 
possible. 

• Jeff says he'd like to know about the Agent Search changes. Randy says he, Tanji and Brett 
met with DTS and Utah Interactive, and there are 3 options: 
o 1) Text that displays at the bottom of the page when anyone looks up any agent or agency 

on Agent Search, for all lines and whether or not there's an appointment in place — $850 
o 2) Text that displays if there's no agency affiliation listed for any line of authority — 

$1,700 to $2,550 
o 3) Text that displays only if there's no title agency affiliation in place — $8,200 

• Option 3 would be the most elegant, where the text would only display if it's applicable. 
Meaning, it would only show up on title licenses, and not for other lines of authority. 
Commissioner Kiser asks if these are one-time costs. Randy says yes. 

• Commissioner Kiser asks if the Title & Escrow Commission has any preference for one of 
the three options. He can't commit right now to an $8,200 fix, but would like the 
commission's input. David says there's a title fund available, so it might not have to come out 
of the department's budget. Randy says if we choose an option that would display the 
message to the whole insurance industry — the majority of whom would not be affected — it 
would potentially create confusion and the department would get more calls asking what it 
means for them. 

• Jeff thinks the entire issue comes down to what the consumer would recognize. His 
preference is Option 3. 

• Commissioner Kiser thinks it's more common for an agent to let their license lapse rather 
than for an agency license to lapse, because there's a heavy penalty for agents to remember 
that they need to renew. He notes that the contract and the license are separate things — if the 
agency's license lapsed, would the consumer not be protected by the contract between agency 
and company? Bob says if a lapsed agency issued an insurance policy, the insurer would treat 



that agency as if it were authorized because they have an active and valid contract. So, the 
harm to the public because of the lapse is nonexistent. When you have lapsed licenses, the 
consumer will always be protected because the agency has a contract with the underwriter. 

• Jeff says we need to look at the social engineering fraud being committed against the 
industry. Fraudsters hack into email and alter wire transfer instructions. 

• Bob thinks the best fix is to have the website show the status as lapsed, but don't cross out the 
company affiliations because the company affiliations would provide the consumer 
protections. Sylvia asks if the fine would be placed, the license would show as lapsed, but the 
other stuff would not be deleted. Bob says that would be most helpful to the consumer 
because when a license lapses, it goes dark and loses the history that would normally be on 
the website. Sylvia says that as a consumer, if she saw "lapsed" on a file it would be very 
concerning, but if she saw "active" she wouldn't know that the other items mattered. Randy 
says keeping the old information on the site would be concerning to him because we would 
be putting information out there showing that affiliations are in place, despite there not even 
being a license in place. 

• Sylvia asks if there could be a grace period before everything is removed after a license 
lapses. Randy says there used to be, but the Producer Licensing Model Act removed it. The 
standard across states is to not have a grace period. 

• Jeff had says there was a situation with a title company a couple of months ago where an 
agent was given a license, but it was understood that they didn't have a qualifying license at 
the time, but would get the qualifying license and then would get the underwriter 
appointment. It became a question of when is it active and when is it authorized. The same 
thing would apply if an agent lost an underwriter appointment in July, but they get to keep 
their license until next April when the license renews. He notes that this is a real issue, and 
would like to see something that would let the consumer know who is authorized to do 
business. He doesn't have a personal preference about how the website looks, but that it 
probably belongs in Agent Search. 

• Motion by Jeff to instruct the department to make the best recommendation to the Title & 
Escrow Commission about which Agent Search option is best. 

• Commissioner Kiser says we will look at the budget and engage with the industry to see what 
the best option is. We would like a solution that will work for title and not be a problem with 
the rest of the insurance industry. It needs to be specific to title. 

• David clarifies that the first two options would apply to every agency license, regardless of 
the type of license. Randy says yes. David says if we're going to fix title, we need to only fix 
title. He wants to know if we can use title funds to fix the website. Suzette says title funds can 
be use for applicable statutes and rules, so yes. 

• Jeff reiterates his motion. Bob seconds. Motion passes 5-0. 
o Discussion of R592-6 / David 
 David asks if it's time to look at clarifying the rule. Bob asks what specifically needed to be fixed. 

David notes that Reed proposed language in September that would close a potential loophole, and 
David suggested looking to see if there were any other sections that needed revision. He wants to 
know if the rule is working for the department or if we need changes. 

 Perri says Reed's comments were regarding R592-6-4(21)(a). Jeff notes that R592-6-4(27) may 
take care of the issue, as he noted in September. He says he hasn't heard of any issues from 
anyone in the industry, so unless Reed comes back to say (27) doesn't apply, he sees no reason to 
reopen the rule. David agrees. 

• Old Business 
o Draft bulletin update / Brett 
 The question is whether a person who refers title business can have ownership interest in a title 

agency. The ULTA submitted a letter indicating that the department has traditionally interpreted 



the code to restrict people from owning any financial interest in a title company. Brett is not 
aware of any formal interpretation, but ultimately the ULTA suggested that the department not 
issue a bulletin because they do not feel like it is needed. 

 Brett's opinion is that the ULTA's view makes sense, but the law does not say title professionals 
cannot have ownership interest in a title insurance agency. The law says you can't get a license 
intending to self-refer. The department's interpretation is that if you are self-referring and more 
than 33% of the business is coming from your referrals, it is presumed you're willfully violating 
the law; if it's under 33% the department would have to investigate. 

 Sylvia says it still doesn't make sense why someone would want ownership of something they 
can't profit from. 

 Jeff appreciates the department's work on the bulletin, but that he agrees with ULTA that there 
hasn't been a substantial change in the way the statute is interpreted, so putting out a bulletin is 
unnecessary. 

 Motion by Jeff to thank Brett for his time and propose that a bulletin not be issued at this time. 
Seconded by Matthew. Motion passes 4-1 (Bob). 

• Other Business 
o New hire / Suzette 
 The department has hired Angie Watson. She will start on October 31. She has been working at 

Real Advantage Title. 
 There was an excellent pool of candidates. 

• Hot Topics 
Executive Session (None) 

• Adjourn  (10:20 AM) 
o Motion by Sylvia to adjourn. Seconded by Jeff. Motion passes 5-0. 

• Next Meeting: November 14, 2016 — Copper Room 
 

2016 Meeting Schedule in Copper Room 
Jan 11 Feb 8 (Centennial) Mar 14 Apr 11 May 9 Jun 13 
Jul 11 Aug 8 Sept 12 Oct 17 Nov 14 Dec 12 (Aspen) 

 


